DD - XL - Frontline Hammock - MC
Spacious, comfortable & camouflaged

Versatile

Extra spacious

Breathable

Bug proof

Camouflage

5 Pockets

The DD - XL - Frontline Hammock MC is the perfect choice for campers who wish to take advantage of
even more room in the interior of their hammock, as well as the excellent camouflage qualities of the DD
Multicam pattern. Whilst the XL Frontline shares the same breathable and versatile dual base layers as our
standard-sized Frontline, this hammock is longer and wider, giving plenty of room inside for spreading out.
Fully curved poles support a fine-mesh mosquito net, meaning you can sleep bug-free in comfort, whilst
keeping your campsite hidden.

Specs

Features

SIZE:
3m x 1.8m

•

Extra-spacious, measuring 3m x 1.8m

(comfortable for people of any
height, and a weight of up to 125kg)

•

Breathable, zip-closed double-layered design

•

Ultra-fine mesh mosquito net built in: protects against

PACKED SIZE:
45cm x 18cm x 15cm

•

WEIGHT:
1250g
(excluding webbing & poles)

COLOUR:
DD Multicam
(Also available in Olive Green)

all insects (even the smallest!)
DD Hanging Pocket included, for storage of valuables
or essentials
•

2 x Fully curved poles to suspend the mosquito net,
and 2x2m lengths of elastic cord included.

•

2 double-sided zippers for easy open and close

•

Compatible with all DD Hammocks accessories,
including the DD Underblanket

•

Pre-fitted with 10 metres of strong suspension
webbing (5m each end)

Set-Up
The DD - XL - Frontline Hammock MC is supplied with 5m of suspension webbing on either side, pre-fitted.
We recommend finding trees (or other sturdy attachment points) 4 - 5m apart to begin with.
To suspend your hammock, tie off 1 side with a simple shoelace knot, ideally after wrapping round the trunk
at least one. Simply repeat the process on the other side and your hammock is ready to use in your preferred
set-up!
How does it work?
Sleep 100% bug-free with the XL Frontline’s insect net zipped up, or simply unzip both sides and roll up to
secure out of the way. Alternatively, suspend the hammock with the net on the bottom to lounge out in the sun!

Watch a brief Intro Video

Find out how to set up your hammock

Set-Up Options
Bug free hammock
Completely insect and mosquito free sleeping system
To suspend the mosquito net:
Connect the segments together on both poles, and insert them into
the channels on either side of the mosquito net.
Tie off the supplied elastic cord to the central loop on the outwardfacing side of the pole channel, and tie off the other to the hammock
suspension, tree or other attachment point.
Repeating this process on the other side, unzip the net, and climb in
for a bug-free night's sleep.

Mosquito Net rolled up
For easy access to the hammock, you can unzip the mosquito net,
before gathering the net together at the top of the poles.
To keep it in place, the net can be tied off with the elastic cord.
Keeping one end tied to the tree allows you to quickly untie and roll
down the net should you be attacked by bugs!

Basic open hammock
If you want to get the bug net completely out of the way, you can
simply remove, or amit the poles entirely and flip the hammock over
so the net is on the bottom. An ideal set-up for insect-free conditions!
Using it this way you can also use it as a seat during the day.

Visit our Hammock FAQ

